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(Jesus speaking: ) I can make you want Me so intensely that you can scarcely think of anything else. 

***  

(Jesus speaking: ) Only those who love with Me deeply and entirely get to have the rarest secrets. Do 
this, and prepare for what is to come. I love you with a passion. 

***  

(Jesus speaking: ) Stand your guard. And having done all to stand. Give no place to the wicked one, for that is 

when the gap is left unguarded. Fight to maintain a close and strong connection, a clean and clear channel, and I 

will fortify the walls again, making My Kingdom secure.  

***  

(Spirit helper speaking: ) Sometimes we make things too hard to go along with the flow, just so you’ll swim 

upstream a bit. What will it take to make you say, “Enough is enough.” And step out of line. You were being tested 

to see your tolerance level.  

***  

(Spirit helper speaking: ) You want approval and acceptance before you do this or that. In essence you want a 

carpet rolled out before you walk. But you need to be the path maker, rather. And that is hard. You get pricked. 

You need no one’s permission but God’s to do some of these things He’s asking you to do. You don’t need your 

instructions from the Lord to receive a stamp of approval from others. There is a whole lot of hell going on, all 

because people conform and don’t stand up for what is right. 

 

***  

(Jesus speaking: ) There are many ways that our love can grow—like in times of tears and desperation, 

but also in times of heartfelt, passionate joining of body, mind, and spirit.  

Are you lonely? Are you without a physical partner? Don’t linger outside the doorway. I pull you in and 

say, “What about Me? Have you considered Me?” And I’ll give you, to your heart’s content, all the love 

you could ever wish for. 

 

 


